Lubbock Auto Auction L. T. D.

**2019 Drive Conditions**

**Full Drive**
1. 2015 thru 2019, under 60,000 actual miles

**Limited Drive**
1. Vehicles selling for $3,000 or more
2. Miles over 60,000 & Under 200,000

**Limited Drive Covers**
Minor Slack In Driveline Excluded
Vehicle Must Be Driveable & Safe To Drive
All Warning Lights Not Arbitrable with Limited Drive (Except Air-Bag & Check Engine)

**Gears Only Drive**
Covers Transmission, 4x4 & Differential Only

**Red Light “As-Is”**
1. Vehicles selling less than $3,000
2. Vehicles over 200,000 miles
3. Motor Cycles, ATV’s, Boats etc.
4. Non Motorized Units – RV’s, Trailers, etc.

**Red/Yellow Light “Pure As-Is”**

**No Arbitration**
No Frame, Structural, Flood or Mechanical Arbitration
1. All Non-Driveable Units (500’s Numbers)

**Vehicles Sold Miles Not Actual**
Odometer readings on paperwork must be disclosed if over the current odometer reading on vehicle.